Chevy shock

Heavy Duty trucks place unique demands on suspension components and the dampening
system shocks. Larger wheel and tires, with massive unsprung weights, place tremendous
stress on shock absorbers. Starting in , the GMC and Chevy HD trucks have been upgraded with
a fully boxed high strength steel frame all the way through the truck. These are the go-to shocks
for a suspension tune-up and refresh, especially if you're picking up a used vehicle. If your
vehicle is not seeing a lot of offroad, or extra duty utility, these are a great option to extend the
life of your vehicle. The industry standard by which most other shocks are measured against,
these shocks will outlast anything else on the market in most cases. High pressurized gas,
monotube, these shocks ride firmer than stock, but soak up potholes like no one's business,
and can handle towing and heavier loads with ease. Long known for their shock prowess,
Rancho's RS hydraulic damper is a thick 2" shock more capable in the towing and workload
department than the above mentioned, due to their firmer response and dampening. Feedback
from customers makes us believe these shocks are sometimes stiffer than what drivers are
comfortable with, so just a heads up. These shocks are probably the best thing you're going to
pickup for your truck in order to restore factory handling, but can also handle some heavier
loads and towing in the rear. They are a monotube gas design, and can withstand some
aggressive driving, Reflex is firmer than stock, but not in the uncomfortable sense. These
shocks will last far longer than a stock replacement and much longer than Monroe OE Spectrum
shocks which we don't recommend. Before doing anything else, research Weight Distribution
Systems that better allow your vehicle to tow the maximum allowable weight. Most higher end
gas pressurized shocks will handle trailer loads and the increased oscillation that is present.
Our most popular options, according to customer feedback. One of the longest running
adjustable twin tube shocks on the market, widely known for their convenience of adjustment.
These shocks can be adjusted on the fly without removing the shock, to adjust between soft or
firm depending on ride requirement. One of the most well known shocks on the truck market,
these shocks ride phenomenally well, one of our best selling packages. Not adjustable, but
monotube with high pressurized gas, the Bilstein rides firmer than stock but still extremely
comfortable. The high pressurized gas allows the shock to operate in its optimum temperature
for longer, not only allowing for increased loads on highways, but also providing incredible ride
through rougher terrain and potholed city streets. Twin Tube, Nitrogen Gas charged, these
shocks are budget friendly and get the job done. Firmer than stock, these shocks have no
problem holding up heavier loads, heavier tongue weight for towing, and some offroad
capability. Some shock mounts serve as extensions of the factory mounts, or will change
clevice mounts to loop mounts. This is important to know before buying shocks, as we along
with others advertise shocks that are meant for factory-style mounting. Now, why would they
change the shock mounts? Because most manufacturers of lift kits aren't making their own
shocks, so they dont have shocks with the proper mounting configuration. So instead they will
change the mount to fit shocks that they already have. One of the leading manufacturers of
OEM fitted offroad shocks right now, these are the shocks you always wished for during
Christmas but never got because shocks are shocks right? The Fox's aluminum body protects
against everything the world throws at it, dirt, debri, mud, sand, snow - these shocks are heavily
rust resistant, making them perfect for areas of high salt content. The most popular Fox shock
for factory applications, excelling at offroad and tough terrain. Aluminum bodied, rebuildable,
very high pressure nitrogen gas charged. Next stage in offroad performance, these adjustable
shocks have all the benefits of the non-reservoir option, but with more travel, and more
longevity while offroad, no fade here! Fox's top of the line adjustable shock product for factory
applications, reservoirs are included, with a 2. For the weekend warrior who offroads, but still
sticks to highways, normal roads, and their commute during the week. These shocks still
provide exceptional control offroad, while giving a great ride on the highway. Bilstein Reservoir
shocks will provide more capability than the s, in case you cherish the smooth highway ride,
but need something that still withstands aggressive offroad driving. The offroad kings, literally.
Tons of suspension setups that you see on trophy trucks in the desert are running King bypass
setups, for good reason. Long ago proven to have incredible technology and components,
these shocks will outlast your vehicle in most cases. Icon Vehicle Dynamics offers 2" or 2. All
parts are hand built in Riverside, CA, with exceedingly high quality components, based on
non-stop real-world testing in the deserts of Southern California. Expect a more controlled ride
with these shocks, reduced body roll on the highway, and incredible road feedback in all
terrains. View Details. Read Article. Find shocks that fit, select your vehicle: Go. Brands Expand
menu Collapse menu. Categories Expand menu Collapse menu. Resources Expand menu
Collapse menu. Support Expand menu Collapse menu. How Do You Ride? Choose your type of
shock upgrade to see our expert advice: Factory Replacement. Accommodating this change are
bigger rear leaf springs, larger engine mounts, and new hydraulic body mounts to improve the

ride quality. New suspensions changes include new upper and lower control arms, along with
new torsion bars tailored for each of the five different axle weight ratings. Upper control arms
are constructed from forged steel which is stronger and lighter than previous versions, while
upgraded lower control arms improve and increase load carrying capacity. Each of the five
different vehicle weights comes with its own unique torsion bar, which allows for more precise
control over vehicle ride height; if you're unfamiliar with how a torsion bar affects vehicle
height, read here. More importantly after all of this, the front shock mounts have been changed
top and bottom. The front top mount is now a two bolt design which attaches the barpin to the
frame, supposedly eliminating squeaks and thumps. Rear shock mounts have not changed,
they are still eyelet to eyelet. The new heavier leaf springs do allow for additional weight
capacity compared to the older models, but we dont recommend a broad shock change across
year ranges. Factory Replacement These are the go-to shocks for a suspension tune-up and
refresh, especially if you're picking up a used vehicle. Bilstein The industry standard by which
most other shocks are measured against, these shocks will outlast anything else on the market
in most cases. Shop Rancho RSX Long known for their shock prowess, Rancho's RS hydraulic
damper is a thick 2" shock more capable in the towing and workload department than the above
mentioned, due to their firmer response and dampening. Shop RSX. Monroe Reflex These
shocks are probably the best thing you're going to pickup for your truck in order to restore
factory handling, but can also handle some heavier loads and towing in the rear. Back to Top.
Rancho Suspension RSXL One of the longest running adjustable twin tube shocks on the
market, widely known for their convenience of adjustment. Shop RSXL. Bilstein One of the most
well known shocks on the truck market, these shocks ride phenomenally well, one of our best
selling packages. Shop ES FOX Shocks One of the leading manufacturers of OEM fitted offroad
shocks right now, these are the shocks you always wished for during Christmas but never got
because shocks are shocks right? Shop Fox Shocks. FOX Performance 2. Shop Performance 2.
Shop 2. FOX Factory 2. Shop Factory 2. Bilstein For the weekend warrior who offroads, but still
sticks to highways, normal roads, and their commute during the week. Bilstein Bilstein
Reservoir shocks will provide more capability than the s, in case you cherish the smooth
highway ride, but need something that still withstands aggressive offroad driving. King Offroad
Shocks The offroad kings, literally. Shop ICON. Latest Blog Post. Keep Hammering - King of the
Hammers Unleashed. Shock Surplus Gift Cards Give the gift of a better ride. Shocks How to
Troubleshoot Suspension Behavior. Shop by Vehicle. Contact Us. This is a pound airbag. Built
specifically for automotive suspen For All Cars and Trucks. The DeNominator II is a pound
airbag, psi. Built specifically for These are aluminum housing oil and gas compression damping
adjustment and spring rate adjustment collar. Features also include three stage valve control
which automatically ac For Trucks. These are polished aluminum housing oil and gas
compression damping adjustment and spring rate adjustment collar. Features also include
three stage valve control which automat For Chevrolet Trucks. Modernize your trucks shocks
with this easy to install kit. This conversion kit includes 4 gas shocks, upper and lower steel
shock mounts, and hardware for front and rear shoc This is a dual action shock for the left rear,
U. This is a dual action shock for the right rear, U. This is a rear shock Kit that includes the
upper shock bar, 2 gas shock absorbers, 2 lower spring plates, shock mounts and all the
needed bolts and instructions. For Chevrolet Cars. These are a non-adjustable built-in shock
and bag. Built to your specifications. Just provide us with the following information: Air shock
length, open These are a 10 position adjustable built-in shock and bag. Just give us the
following information: Air shock lengt This is a right rear shock for replacement for V For
Chevrolet Cars. This is a left rear shock for replacement for W For Chevrolet Cars. This is a right
rear shock for For Chevrolet Cars. This is a left rear shock for For Chevrolet Cars. This is a pair
of gas charged shocks for the rear of 2 shocks. These are the 8 rubber bushings, 8 washers and
4 nuts for the shock absorbers. This is the rubber bushing for the shock link on cars with a
beam front axle. Not for independent front suspension cars. These are rubber bushings for the
shock link on a double action shock. Fits beam axle. These are the rubber bushings for the
shock link pins on cars. These are rubber shock link bushings 4 that also come with the
washers 8 and the nuts 4. Create an account Click here for recovery or learn your account.
Vehicle: - Switch to Car. Skip to main content of over 1, results for "chevy silverado shocks".
Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands.
Packaging Option. International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to
add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. FREE Shipping. Get it as
soon as Sat, Feb Amazon's Choice for chevy silverado shocks. Only 12 left in stock - order
soon. Only 11 left in stock - order soon. Only 18 left in stock - order soon. Only 7 left in stock order soon. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go
back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about

Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of
songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage
from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Skip to main content of over 6,
results for "shocks for chevy trucks". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping.
Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. International Shipping. Filter results by
your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a
new vehicle. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb FREE Shipping. Only 12 left in stock - order soon. Get it
Tue, Mar 2 - Fri, Mar 5. Only 3 left in stock - order soon. Only 7 left in stock - order soon. Only 10
left in stock - order soon. Only 15 left in stock - order soon. Only 7 left in stock more on the way.
Only 9 left in stock - order soon. Only 19 left in stock more on the way. Need help? Visit the help
section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. For more information go to What's the difference between Chevrolet struts and shock
absorbers? While they're both similar in function, struts and shocks are quite different in terms
of design. They're both there to mitigate excessive motion of your spring. However, struts are
part of the suspension as a structural component. They are often used as a pivot point when
steering and wheel position are adjusted for the purposes of alignment. Shock absorbers, on
the other hand, are more focused on the function of absorbing shock so that it could, in its own
way, decrease extreme spring motion. They're both important in making sure you have more
control over your GMC Chevrolet vehicle. You should have your local GM dealer inspect your
shocks and struts regularly whenever your Chevy is bought for alignment, brake, and tire
services particularly by ASE-certified technicians. It's usually during road tests on your
Chevrolet that your technician might notice an unusual noise from your suspension system. He
also takes note if your vehicle undergoes any dives, sways, or bouncing that's excessive every
time he puts on the brakes, which could warrant additional inspection and eventual shocks and
struts replacement. For standard suspension, many aftermarket shocks and struts will work
without the need to modify them. For suspension that's self-leveling, you might need to replace
the rear springs. For auto-ride suspension, the aftermarket shocks won't work at all and you
might have to go OEM instead. To know if you have self-leveling suspension, take a look at your
rear shocks. If the main shock body is about 2. If they're instead about 3. You'll also need to
know whether your Chevy or GM vehicle is , , 4WD, or 2WD along with which suspension
configuration you have. The light film on your shocks or struts doesn't warrant replacement as
long as they're functioning properly. This light oil film of sorts is a result of oil lubricating the
rod as it cycles in and out of the working chamber. When the oil gets wiped from the rod, it
tends to travel to the painted part of your strut or shock. On the other hand, it could be an
indicator of a damaged seal, so check with your technician for more details. As mentioned
above, seal damage is the primary cause of oil leakage. Prior to replacement of shocks and
struts, the cause of the damage should be identified first. Many suspension use rubber stops
called rebound or jounce bumpers that protect your shocks or struts from topping or bottoming
damage. You should replace these components if they're damaged, cracked, or lost to prolong
the life of your shocks or struts. Although mileage will vary, struts and shocks should last for
about 50, miles. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track
order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your
vehicle. Chevrolet Shock Absorber and Strut Assembly. Refine by:. Shock Absorber and Strut
Assembly part. See All. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Damping Type.
Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core

Charge. Add to cart. Extended Length Damper Travel : 7. Collapsed Length Extended Length :
Extended Length Damper Travel : 4. Extended Length Damper Travel : 8. Extended Length
Damper Travel
2001 ford f150 manual transmission
1998 bmw 528i engine diagram
jeep 1998
: 5. Damper Travel Body Length : Part Number: RG Collapsed Length Damper Travel : 6. Page 1
of Showing 1 - 15 of results. Feb 16, Just what I wanted everything fit all right thank you.
Purchased on Dec 11, Nov 28, Purchased on Nov 20, Oct 23, Great quality product fast shipping
and very reasonably priced. As guaranteed perfect fit would recommend two friends and family.
Rick Graham. Purchased on Oct 08, Helpful Automotive Resources. A quick online search will
show you just how much experts and enthusiasts are divided on this topic. Consulting the
factory repair information for your application. Bad Strut Symptoms With that in mind, you
might be wondering how you can tell if you have a bad strut. Shocks vs. Both are a part of the
suspension system. Without them, the springs would continuously bounce when traveling over
road bumps. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

